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THE COLORS O F  COLLOIDS. I 
BY WILDER D. BANCROFT 
In trodue tion 
The colors of colloids are the colors of bubbles, drops, 
grains, filaments, and films. The literature on the subject is 
so scattered that it has seemed desirable to bring together 
what we know about the colors of two-phase systems. 
When white light passes through a material, homoge- 
neous medium of appreciable but not too great thickness, there 
is always a certain amount of light absorbed; but we ordi- 
narily speak of a substance as transparent if it  transmits the 
range of wave-lengths known as the visible spectrum without 
appreciable absorption. If a sufficiently thick layer be em- 
ployed, a so-called transparent liquid will often show absorp- 
tion in the visible spectrum.l Pure water is one of the most 
transparent substances we have; but a long column of it ap- 
pears distinctly blue, showing that it absorbs the red end of 
the spectrum more or less completely. Most varieties of glass 
show absorption when a sufficiently thick layer is examined. 
The definition of transparency is therefore an arbitrary one, 
there being no such thing in nature as a perfectly transparent 
substance. 
The so-called transparent liquids often show powerful 
absorption in the infra-red and ultra-violet regions, though 
this cannot be detected by the eye. When there is a marked 
absorption in the visible spectrum, the substance is called 
colored, the color being that of the transmitted light. This 
has been discussed a t  some length by von Bezold.2 Suppose 
we have sunlight passing through a slit in a window shutter 
and then through a prism to a screen in an otherwise dark 
room. “If one places a red glass (a so-called flashed glass, 
colored with cuprous oxide) before the slit in the shutter, 
Wood: “Physical Optics,” 436 (1911). 
“Die Farbenlehre,” 40, 46 (1874) .  
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only red light and no white light comes into the room. If 
this light passes through the prism, only red and orange are to 
be seen in the spectrum, the other colors being missing. The 
red and the orange have not changed their position or their 
extension, as can be shown by only covering the upper half 
of the slit with the red glass. We get then the complete spec- 
trum of white light and, close above, the light which has passed 
through the red glass. It is easy to see that the other colors 
have disappeared. There are two possible explanations for 
this phenomenon. Either the red glass has cut out and ab- 
sorbed all the rays except the red or it has converted these 
other rays into red. It is easy to determine which of these 
two hypotheses is right. If one throws the spectrum of the 
sun upon the screen in the usual way and‘if one then passes 
a narrow strip of the same red glass through the rays, the glass 
casts no perceptible shadow on the screen so long as it is in 
the path of the red and orange rays; but it casts a black 
shadow upon the screen when the strip is placed in front of 
the green, blue or violet rays. [This formation of a shadow 
in the blue, for instance, is not accompanied by any increased 
brightness in the red portion of the spectrum.] So far a3 the 
red and orange rays are concerned, the red glass behaves just 
like ordinary colorless window glass, whereas, it behaves like 
an opaque substance to all other rays, like a black glass, in 
fact. Red glass therefore lets red and orange rays through 
and destroys all the other colors of the spectrum. 
“It must therefore be a matter of indifference whether 
one puts the red glass in front of the slit or whether one puts 
a sheet of the same glass across the light rays anywhere be- 
tween the prism and the screen. The same spectra are ob- 
tained in the two cases. There is still another way in which 
this point of view can be tested. If the action of the red glass 
is due solely to the fact that i t  is transparent for certain rays 
and not for others, it  is immaterial at what point between the 
source of light and the eye the glass is inserted. One can 
place the red glass close to the eye and look through it at the 
spectrum projected on the screen. Again one sees only the 
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red end of the spectrum because the light from the other por- 
tions does not get through the red glass. 
“Similar results are obtained if one substitutes a glass of 
another color or a clear but colored liquid in a bottle or cell. 
One always sees spectra in which certain colors of the solar 
spectrum are lacking and that color predominates which the 
unaided eye recognizes as that of the colored substance. For 
instance, if a blue cobalt glass is used, one obtains a spectrum 
with the whole middle cut out. Only blue comes through and 
a very narrow strip of red. . . 
“Pigments and colored substances in general take out of 
the light falling upon them certain rays of definite wave-length 
and absorb them, letting through or reflecting back1 the other 
rays, depending on whether they are transparent or opaque. 
The process taking place in a dye is the arithmetical one of 
substraction. Certain simple rays are taken out of the inci- 
dent light and sent back while the others are destroyed. If 
the incident light lacks those rays which the substance can 
reflect back, the substance appears black. If the source of 
light contains some of them but not all, the substance will 
appear of a different color from that shown in white light and 
which we call its characteristic color. These two, generaliza- 
tions can be illustrated by a number of very simple experi- 
ments and account for many well-known facts. 
“It is now easy to see why white is the brightest of.al1 
colors. The study of a white strip of paper by means of the 
prism shows that such a paper reflects all the rays, though not 
in full intensity but a t  least cut down uniformly, whereas all 
other colors destroy some part of the incident light and weaken 
the other rays a t  least as much as white substances do. It is 
also easy to see why white substances always appear the color 
of the light which falls upon them. If one illuminates a white 
surface with red light by means of a red flame or by letting 
the light pass through a red glass, the surface appears red. 
If, however, differently colored substances are illuminated by 
1 [As we shall see later, this statement in regard to reflections is not quite 
accurate, for a substance may reflect rays which it absorbs. W. D. B.] 
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monochromatic light, they all appear in more or less light 
shades of that color, depending whether they absorb more or 
less of the monochromatic light which is assumed to fall upon 
them. The simplest way to obtain really monochromatic 
light is to put sodium chloride in an alcohol flame or, better 
still, in a non-luminous gas flame. Such a flame emits a pure 
yellow light having the wave-length of the D lines. The 
spectrum consists of a single yellow line, which corresponds 
exactly with the dark D line of the solar spectrum and which 
like that can be broken up by a powerful spectroscope into 
three lines very close together. 
“If one lights such a flame in an otherwise completely 
dark room, one sees gradations from yellow to black but no 
other colors. The whole room with all its contents produces 
the effect of a picture painted in gray on gray, seen through a 
yellow glass. Red-vermilion reflects back very little yellow 
light in this wave-length, and therefore a surface painted with 
vermilion appears a pure gray in this light. The human face 
seems livid and red cheeks sunken and hollow. A sample 
color chart shows only gray. If one now lights an ordinary 
candle or a piece of wood, the manifold colors appear again and 
the spectator feels himself freed from discomfort and pressure. 
From these experiments on the absorption by colored materials, 
it is easy to see that a substance shows its color most brightly 
when it is illuminated by light of the same color. In this 
case the minimum possible of the light is absorbed and prac- 
tically all of the light either passes through or is reflected back. 
Every colored substance behaves like a white one towards 
light of its own color. If one illuminates red figures on a 
white ground with red light, the figures disappear. 
“The simplest way to obtain light of a color like that of 
the characteristic color of a substance is to have light reflected 
from that substance. If the light which has been reflected 
from one portion of a given substance is reflected again from 
another portion, it is weakened very much less the second time. 
Since the colored light is usually accompanied by a good deal 
of white light after the first reflection, this latter is what is 
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absorbed mostly at the time of the second reflection. By 
repeated reflections a t  surfaces of the same kind, it is possible 
t o  cut down more and more the percentage of white light and 
to make the colored light more and more pure, or, as painters 
say, deeper and more fiery. Artists are quite familiar with 
this and they know that in the folds of hangings the color is 
not only darker, but is deeper and more saturated. The same 
thing is true if a garment that is illuminated by light reflected 
from a substance of the same color. A red mantle in a red 
room appears much more fiery on the side towards the wall 
than on the side towards the window. A gilded niche is a 
much deeper yellow than a plane surface with the same amount 
of gold. Gold ornaments on concave surfaces are much more 
effective than on convex ones. Flat gilded frames have quite 
a different color from frames which are gilded the same way 
but which are modelled in high relief so that there are deep 
hollows and channels t o  increase the contrast. The inside of 
a golden beaker has a very different color from the outside. 
It would not occur to anybody to gird a silver cup on the out- 
side only, whereas people delight t o  gild the inside and to 
leave the outside untouched, because in this case the striking 
properties of both metals are brought out to good advantage, 
the lustre of the silver and the color of the gold. 
“If a substance is illuminated by colored light containing 
several spectrum colors, it will only appear the same color 
as by daylight in case the source of light emits all the rays 
which the substance can reflect. In candle light and lamp 
light, the blue and violet are relatively more scanty than in 
daylight. Consequently red and yellow fabrics appear about 
the same color under this illumination as in the day time, 
while blue materials can often scarcely be distinguished from 
green ones by lamp light and violet ones appear red or an 
unpleasant gray, depending on the dye in question. Green 
pigments reflect chiefly green and blue light and blue pigments 
the same two, though in different proportions, and often some 
violet. If the light contains but little blue and violet, both 
the green and the blue substances will reflect only green and 
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each will appear green. Under these conditions an erroneous 
estimate may convince the spectator that both are blue. The 
violet pigments usually reflect blue and red or blue and violet. 
In the first case the material will appear reddish by candle 
light or reddish brown if the light is not bright, while in the 
second it will appear gray.” 
Color screens may be used with white light to give us 
selected portions of the spectrum or they may be used to 
separate the monochromatic constituents from a source of 
light such as the mercury arc.1 “There are countless absorb- 
ing substances a t  our disposal such as solutions of aniline dyes 
and of colored salts which can b;e used in glass cells made by 
cementing glass plates to annular strips cut from heavy glass 
or brass tubing. The following substances are very useful: 
cobalt chloride, copper chloride, nickel sulphate, potassium 
permanganate, chromium chloride, potassium bichromate, picric 
acid, sodium chromate, neodymium chloride, and praseodym- 
ium chloride. When the last two are combined with other 
filters, they are useful for sharpening the edges of absorption 
bands. . . . 
“For separating the radiations of the mercury arc the fol- 
lowing solutions will be found useful. Potassium bichromate 
transmits the green line and the two yellow lines. Addition 
of a neodymium salt removes the yellow lines without reduc- 
ing the intensity of the green line in the least. Cobalt glass 
plus aesculin solution transmits the 4359 line. Guinea green 
B extra plus quinine sulphate transmits 4916. Nickel sul- 
phate is also useful. Chrysoidine plus eosine transmits the 
yellow lines 5790. The chrysoidine should be dilute and the 
eosine added until the green line disappears. A very thick 
cell with a saturated solution of potassium bichromate is per- 
haps as good. Methyl violet 4R very dilute, and nitrosodi- 
methyl aniline transmits the ultra-violet line 3650. Methyl 
violet with quinine sulphate as separate solution transmits 
4047 and 4078, and 3984 faintly. . . . 
A film of silver, deposited chemically, upon a quartz lens 
1 Wood: “Physical Optics,” 15 (1911) .  
i( 
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or plate, is practically opaque to all radiations except the 
ultra-violet region 3160-3260. The film should be of such 
thickness that a window backed by a brilliantly lighted sky 
is barely visible through it. Lenses prepared in this way 
have been used by R. W. Wood for photographing the moon, 
landscapes, and various objects in ultra-violet light. Very 
dense cobalt glass combined with a layer a centimeter or more 
in thickness of a saturated solution of potassium bichromate 
cuts off everything except the extreme red above wave-length 
6900. This screen has been used by Wood in making infra- 
red landscape photographs. A clear blue sky is nearly black 
through it, while sunlit foliage comes out very bright. A sat- 
urated solution of iodine in carbon bisulphide is opaque to all 
visible radiations, while transmitting the infra-red freely. ” 
While light of a given wave-length always has the same 
color, it is possible to get the sensation of that color by using 
a combination of light of other wave-lengths. A mixture of 
red and green lights in proper proportion will give a yellow 
which can scarcely be distinguished from the yellow of the 
sodium flame.l “A screen can easily be prepared which trans- 
mits the red and green only, and in about the right propor- 
tions to produce the sensation of ‘subjective yellow,’ as it is 
called. Canada balsam, boiled down until it will solidify on 
cooling, is stained with brilliant green and naphthalene yel- 
low in the same proportions as used for making dichromatism 
prisms and a small quantity pressed out between two warm glass 
plates until the color of the transmitted light is yellow. Ex- 
amination with a small spectroscope reveals the fact that in 
reality no yellow light is transmitted, only red and green. We 
have then the important distinction that while wave-length 
determines color, color does not necessarily determine wave- 
length. 
‘ ‘Lord Rayleigh recommends a mixture of an alkaline 
solution of litmus with chromate of potash. If a window, 
backed by well-lighted clouds, is viewed through such a solu- 
tion and a prism it presents a most splendid appearance, for 
Wood: “Physical Optics,” IO (1911). 
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the red and green images are widely separated, the region 
where they overlap being colored with the compound yellow. 
A screen transmitting only the yellow region is difficult to  
prepare. A mixture of bichromate and permanganate of pot- 
ash answers fairly well and can be made to match the first 
screen. A sodium flame is invisible through the first screen 
and easily visible through the second. Both together are 
practically opaque, even with very intense white light. ” 
In certain cases we may easily have contrast colors. The 
simplest case is that of the colored shadows.1 “If one places 
an opaque substance so that daylight casts a shadow of it on 
a white paper and places a lighted candle near it so that this 
also casts a shadow on the paper the second shadow will ap- 
pear blue and the first one yellow. That one of them is yellow 
is not surprising because the place that is protected from day- 
light is illuminated by the yellow light of the candle. It is 
different with the blue shadow due to the candle. This por- 
tion of the white paper is illuminated by daylight just as much 
as though the candle were not lighted. That this is the case 
can be seen by looking a t  this portion of the white paper 
through a narrow tube blackened on the inside. If one sees 
no portion of the white paper that is illuminated by the can- 
dle, the shaded part looks exactly the same whether the candle 
is lighted or not. The blue color of the shadow is therefore 
an apparent color and not a real one. The place where the 
blue shadow is seen is lighted only by the white daylight, the 
bulk of the paper is lighted also by the yellow candle-light 
and the second shadow only by the candle. The reason that 
the one shadow does not look white and the other yellow is 
because we know that the paper looks white when it is illum- 
inated by white light and we, therefore, believe that it is still 
white, even though i t  is really illuminated by yellowish light. 
Our judgment in regard to white is disturbed and the spot 
that is really white we consider blue.” 
This experiment is even more striking with electric light 
than with a candle. If one lights an electric light with a yel- 
1 Von Bezold: “Die Farbenlehre,” 177 (1874). 
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lowish shade on a gray day in winter, the shadows cast on a 
white table-cloth by objects between the electric light and the 
cloth will appear spots of blue ink. The effect is very start- 
ling the first time. A more familiar phenomenon is the pur- 
ple shadow of a large cloud on a green mountain side or on a 
green sea. This color is so intense that everybody has 
noticed it and very few people believe that there is no red in the 
shadow and that what one thinks one sees is the complementary 
color of the sunlit woods or sea. Still fewer believe that the 
color disappears if one looks only a t  the shadow through a tube 
blackened on the inside. Many years ago I knew an enthu- 
siastic amateur painter who insisted on painting exactly what 
he saw. So he painted his sunlit part as he thought he saw it 
and the shadow as he thought he saw it without reflecting 
that the two colors would then react on each other. Of course 
the result was atrocious; but he was a logical man, though 
not a good painter, and he stuck to it that the mountain side 
looked that way to him, which was a bit pathetic, because we 
knew i t  didn’t. 
Von Bezold goes on to say that “if one uses a colored 
flame instead of the yellow and candle light, the shadow cast 
by the daylight will appear of the complementary color. If 
the flame is red, the two shadows will be red and green re- 
spectively. If the flame is green, the colors will be reversed 
and the two shadows will be green and red respectively. In- 
stead of coloring the flame, which can only be done with cer- 
tain salts, it  is simpler to use a colored glass. With colored 
glasses the experiments on colored shadows can be done very 
easily in another way. If one supports a large colored glass 
plate at an angle on a table near a window, tipping away 
from the window, and if one covers the part of the table under- 
neath the glass with a piece of white paper, the paper is illu- 
minated both by the daylight which is colored by passing through 
the plate and by the light which is reflected from the ceiling 
and walls of the room. An object in that space therefore 
casts two shadows, one the color of the glass plate and the 
other the complementary color. It is advantageous to select 
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for the substance to cast the shadow an object which gives 
great variation in the depth of the shadow case. A half- 
opened roll of stiff paper works admirably. When the experi- 
ment is done in this way, the paper itself does not seem white 
but the color of the glass, while the shadow on the side towards 
the observer shows the complementary color very distinctly, 
even when one does not see the other shadow at all. This 
experiment is especially successful when one uses a blue glass. 
The shadow- on the side toward the observer then appears a 
beautiful sulphur-yellow and what is especially striking, i t  
appears even brighter than the blue ground even though it 
really receives less light. 
“Another way of showing the same thing is to lay a sheet 
of glass with not too deep a color on a flat glass or metallic 
mirror and then to hold some object, preferably a small rod, 
in such a way that one sees the reflected image, in which case 
one always has two colored images, one the color of the glass 
and the other the complementary color. One of the images 
is reflected from the upper surface of the colored glass and 
the other from the mirror. This second image is due to light 
which has passed twice through the colored plate and is there- 
fore colored quite intensely, while the first image really has 
its natural color. Since the observer does not know which of 
the two is the colored image, he distributes the actual color 
difference over the two images. This experiment works best 
if one lays the plate so that one sees the reflection of the clear, 
or better, the overcast, sky and the images of the shaded side 
of the rod. 
“Still another simple and effective way of showing con- 
trast phenomena is to fasten two pieces of white cardboard 
together so that one lies horizontally and the back one stands 
vertically, and to place between them a colored glass plate at 
such an angle that one can see the horizontal surface by look- 
ing through the glass and the image of the vertical surface 
reflected from the surface of the plate. If one has painted 
a black figure on each of the pieces of white cardboard, for 
instance a not too narrow black ring, it is easy to find a posi- 
. 
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tion of the glass plate such that the image of the one figure 
appears close beside the figure seen through the glass or that 
the image covers the figure partly. The reflected image is 
seen in the color of the glass and the other in the complementary 
color. If the glass is green, the reflected image of the ring 
appears green and the one seen through the glass a rose-red. 
This very surprising fact depends upon the same error of judg- 
ment as in the case previously described experiments with 
colored shadows. Actually the ground on which one sees the 
two rings is pale green, for the green light coming through the 
colored glass from the lower‘ surface mixes with the white 
light reflected from the surface. This latter is missing a t  the 
point where the black ring is reflected and only green light 
comes from there. The black ring which is seen through the 
glass sends out no light and consequently from points on the 
glass in line with this ring, the eye only receives the weak 
light reflected from the upper surface of the glass. One would 
therefore expect to see a deep green and a gray ring on a pale 
green ground. That does not happen because our judgment 
leads us into an error that we cannot avoid. We consider the 
predominant color of the ground either as white or as whiter 
than it really is and transfer to the gray ring the actual differ- 
ence of color between it and the ground, making the gray 
ring appear rose-red. 
“There is another very interesting and instructive var- 
iant of this experiment. If one replaces the vertical cardboard 
by a perfectly black surface and if one then looks through the 
colored glass at the horizontal surface, there is no contrast color 
or only traces of it. The ring appears black on a green ground. 
As soon as one replaces the black surface by a perfectly white 
one, the contrast color appears, though not so strikingly as in 
the first case. The intensity of the contrast color depends 
very much on the amount of admixed white light. By turn- 
ing the whole apparatus, the amount of admixed white light 
can be varied and it is an easy matter to find a position where 
the ratio is the most favorable one. This is a very important 
experiment because it shows that no contrast colors develop 
\ 
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upon a perfectly black surface and that an admixture of white 
is absolutely essential. If the contrast is to be marked, it is 
desirable to have an admixture of white in the colored light. 
This can be shown by making one of the figures white on a 
black ground. It is then possible to arrange things so that 
the,image of the white covers the black figure which is seen 
direct. While the ring still appears of the complementary 
color, the apparent color is by no means so intense as when 
the whole of the reflected surface is white. This shows that 
simultaneous contrast is more marked with pale colors than 
with saturated ones. . . . 
“There is a less effective but very simple way of showing 
that contrast colors are not very marked unless there is an 
admixture of white. If one lays a piece of matt black paper 
on a colored ground, there is only a trace of contrast color to 
be seen; but the contrast color appears markedly if one covers 
the whole thing with translucent white paper. Instead of a 
piece of paper one can use black letters printed on a colored 
ground. The contrast color can also be developed without 
superposing a white paper if one holds the printed paper a t  
such an angle that the printed paper appears lustrous. This 
fact is important in the textile industry, for it shows that the 
production of a pure black is more difficult, the more the 
structure of the threads and the cloth tends to seem lus- 
trous. Black figures on a violet ground appear markedly yel- 
lowish green if done in satin or in twill, much blacker if done 
in velvet. If one wishes to avoid this, one must give the black 
a light tint which neutralizes the contrast color, by mixing 
in some of the color of the ground. If one wants a pure 
black drawing on a red ground, one must use a reddish black; 
on a blue ground one must use a bluish black. It is worth not- 
ing that differently colored grounds have different powers of 
producing contrast colors. The effect is most marked with 
the so-called cold colors, green, blue and violet, while red, 
yellow, and yellow-green give rise to  much less marked con- 
trast colors. ” 
Colors due to absorption have been called pigment colors 
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because the colors of pigments are due to absorption. While 
it is probably true, as Wood1 says, that  the colors of most 
natural objects result from absorption, there are many cases 
where the color is not due to this cause. Thus the colors of 
the rainbow, the blue of the sky, the reds of the sunset, the 
white of snow, the brilliant colors of oil films, the fiery tints 
of the opal, and the iridescence of mother-of-pearl are not 
pigment colors. Such colors as these are called structural, 
optical, or physical colors, the first being the best name. 
These structural colors occur more often in nature than most 
of us suppose. 
As far back as 1854 B. Altum laid stress on this point.2 
“The color of feathers may depend on the physical struc- 
ture of the feathers or of the surfaces. It is this, hitherto 
unrecognized, possibility which I wish to emphasize. To 
make myself clear I call attention to the well-known colors 
of the rainbow, the spectrum, soap-bubbles, weathered glass, 
heated steel, mother-of-pearl, etc. Nobody will claim that 
these colors are due to red, yellow, blue, and other pigments. 
. I maintain definitely that the iridescent colors of birds’ 
feathers are due solely to the colors of thin films and to grat- 
ing colors. If arguments from analogy are to have any scien- 
tific weight we must deduce and refer similar results to sim- 
ilar causes. A ray of white light is decomposed by a glass 
prism into six main colors, red, orange, yellow, green, blue 
and violet; and these colors always appear in the same order. 
The thin-filmed or grooved surface of many substances show us 
the same phenomena clearly and constantly. When the 
iridescent feathers of birds show us the same colors in the same 
order on varying the angle of the incident light, we must refer 
the color phenomena to physical structure and not to the 
presence of a pigment. It is true that the color depends on 
the thickness of the plates in the case of thin films, while the 
thickness remains constant in the feathers ; but the distance 
that the light has to travel varies with the angle of incidence, 
. 
“Physical Optics,” 439 (1911). 
Naumannia: “Archiv. fur die Ornithologie,” 1854, 293. 
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and that gives the same result. If we take a peacock’s feather, 
which appears dark blue in one position and turn it a little, 
it  becomes greenish blue. On turning it further it appears 
successively green, yellowish green, yellow, and orange. The 
only reason that we do not see the two ends of the spectrum, 
violet and red, is because the light does not reach our eye at  
the angles in question. It is of course, probable that there is 
a pigment beneath the thin plate and it is also possible that 
the scales which act as a grating or as thin films may them- 
selves be colored by a pigment, though that is still to be proved. 
The change in colors cannot be explained by a deposit of pig- 
ment. Against this theory people have put forward the 
iridescence of Limewitis iris, which depends upon a structure 
of the scales having nothing to do with grating colors or the 
colors of thin films. I reply that the two iridescences also 
have nothing in common. I know very well the reason for 
the surprising change of color in L. iris and L. i l ia ,  from a 
black to a beautifu1,blue. . . . I permit myself to remark 
that the iridescence of butterflies’ wings has nothing to do 
with that of birds’ feathers because no butterfly iridesces in 
the colors of the spectrum; they do not show first a red, then 
an orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet color with the inter- 
mediate changes. The change is an abrupt one between two 
colors which are not adjacent in the spectrum (or are so only 
accidentally). I have in my collection a Colias edusa from 
the Tyrol, which iridesces orange and violet. Orange and 
violet are of course spectrum colors; but are separated by red 
and are never neighboring colors. With Colias edusa, there 
are no intermediate stages. 
Gadow2 says: “The colors which we observe in the 
things surrounding us may result from various sources, 
according to which they may be divided into two classes. 
The first class consists of so-called objective, chemical, 
I [ I t  is evident that Altum never heard of anomalous dispersion. It is 
possible though perhaps not probable, that orange and violet should be adjacent 
colors in some spectra. W. D. B.] 
2 Proc. 2001. Soc. London, 1892, 409. 
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[pigmental] or absorption colors. Such colors do not change 
or vary under any position of the light or eye; they re- 
ceive their color always from a coloring matter. They may 
exist in the form of a solution or as pigment. Animal 
objective colors are mostly due to pigment. The second class 
has been variously described as subjective, physical, or struc- 
tural colors. They are the result of reflected or broken light. 
This may take place in various ways: 
I .  Total reflection of light, e .  g., the gloss on a polished 
surf ace. 
2. The light may be broken infinitely often and be 
totally reflected. 
3.  Diffraction by a prism. 
4. Interference of colors. 
The result of this is white. 
By this theory are explained 
the colors of extremely thin transparent plates, and those which 
are produced by a system of narrow ridges, e. g., iridescence of 
mother-of-pearl, the blue heat stage of steel, and the color of 
soap-bubbles. ” 
“The cases where the colors of ani- 
mals are due to pigments are undoubtedly the most simple 
theoretically. These so-called subjective chemical absorp- 
tion colors include all of the blacks and brown tints and most 
of the red, orange and yellow ones. 
“In addition to the fluorescence and phosphorescence phe- 
nomena a comparative chromatology of the organisms must also 
take into account the objective and subjective structural colors, 
which, with the exception of a few doubtful cases are different 
by transmitted light and by reflected light. The most brilliant 
of the animal colors are not dependent, or usually not, on the 
presence of special substances which are colored owing to their 
chemical nature; but are due to special structural relations 
(fibers, ridges, enclosed air-spaces, etc.) which is the reason 
why they can. be damaged or destroyed by mechanical attacks 
(pinching, hammering, powdering, etc.) , whereas they resist 
chemical reagents in so far as they do not affect the structural 
relations. Nowhere in the whole animal kingdom are the 
Krukenbergl says: 
“Vergleichend physiol. Vortrage,” I I I (1886). 
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structural colors so varied and so surprising in their effects as 
in the plumage of birds, for which reason we shall take most of 
our illustrations from feathers. 
“The objective structural colors differ from the subjective 
ones in that the first do not vary in any way with the position 
of the eye or with the angle of the incident light, while the 
subjective structural colors change under changing conditions. 
The simplest case of an objective structural color is pure white, 
which is caused by the presence in the tissues of an opaque 
substance which reflects back all the constituents of the inci- 
dent sunlight to a great extent and without relative change. 
The same effect is produced often, in all white feathers and in 
white hair for instance, by the tissues being filled with air 
spaces, sometimes to such an extent that the tissue is reduced 
to a delicate network. 
“Many white colors among animals are interpreted as 
adaptation phenomena, and others as forming desirable back- 
grounds for the color displays upon them. Outside of amor- 
phous calcium carbonate there is scarcely a substance occur- 
ing in animal cells, which, on account of its chalky and opaque 
color, is better adapted to serve as a background for color 
cells than guanin, a substance occurring in large quantities in 
the epidermis cells of fishes, amphibia and reptiles. An ob- 
jection to generalizing this idea is found in the fact that in 
many animals (batrachians, snakes) the under portion of the 
body is chiefly the one containing guanin and not the upper 
side where the color development occurs. We do not know 
definitely how the chalky particles in the skin of caterpillars 
are formed; but it is certain that they are not due to deposits 
of guanin as Leydig believed. 
“While pure guanin changes the skin covering of batrach- 
ians, reptiles, and selachians in places to a white opaque mass 
on which the chromatophores or chromatoblasts develop, the 
crystals of calcium guanin give the beautiful silvery lustre to 
the outer skin of the bony fishes. In the Cephalopodewsclera 
there are spindle-shaped crystalloids which have a similar 
effect and whose chemical nature is not known except that  
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they do not contain urates or guanin. An investigation 
should be made to determine how far the silvery lustre is due 
to interference or to total reflection in which case the cal- 
cium guanin would act like the air-filled pores on the under 
sides of the Hydrophilides,  Dyticides,  and Hydrometra.  
“Among the objective structural colors must also be 
included the light to dark blue of many birds’ feathers (Irevla 
puella, innumerable species of Psittacides, P i t t a  woluccevlsis, 
etc.) and bare portions of skin on birds (for instance, with 
Casuar ius)  and with animals (for instance, with the Mandrill), 
The physical conditions necessary to produce the intense blue 
color of the skin have not been studied; it will be very difficult 
and probably impossible to determine how these colors occur 
in the feathers of birds through the many absorptions and 
refractions which the incident rays undergo in the feather until 
they reach either the black pigmented layer or our eye. We 
know only that in all such feathers, the blue color occurs 
exactly at  those spots where there is a black or brown layer of 
pigment under a layer of prismatic or cone-shaped hollow 
spaces (the enamel described by Fatio and considered as large 
polygonal cells ; Gadow’s prismatic cells or prismatic columns). 
Usually the blue color is confined to the barbules of the feather 
which do not have at  these points further branches and inter- 
locking spurs, and consequently spread out broader and flatter. 
“The data in regard to the sudden turning gray of men’s 
hair are now so complete as to establish beyond question the 
occurrence of this often disputed phenomenon. We have a 
very careful paper by Leonard Landois in regard to a man 
suffering from delirium tremens whose hair turned white in a 
single night. The change in color was due to the fact that 
large numbers of air bubbles formed throughout the marrow 
of the blond hair and to some extent in the rind, while the 
hair pigment remained unchanged. These air bubbles gave 
the hair an exquisite gray appearance. In  rare cases there 
has been noticed a banded bleaching, so that the hair was 
alternately dark and white at  intervals of about one milli- 
meter. Landois found in one of these cases that the white 
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places were due to the marked development of small air- 
bubbles in the medullary canal and the surrounding rind, while 
the pigment was unchanged.” 
“The colors of animals are produced in 
various ways. By far the commonest method-is the absorp- 
t ion of certain elements of light by means of special substances 
which are called pigments, or coloring matters. The color of 
each pigment is due to those elements of the light which it 
does not absorb, and which can therefore emerge and affect 
the eye of the spectator. Black is, of course, caused by the 
absorption of all the constituents of light, so that nothing 
reaches the eye. The color of red pigment, like that of red 
glass, depends upon the fact that red is less absorbed than 
any other element of the light which passes through. If a 
sheet of red glass be placed upon white paper, the light trav- 
erses the glass, is reflected from the surface of the paper, re- 
traverses the glass, and emerges. Similarly, in painting, bright 
effects are produced by covering the surface of Chinese white 
with the desired color. The light passing twice through the 
thickness of the color, absorption is far more complete than 
when only one thickness is traversed, as in a piece of red glass 
held up to the light. Absorption being more complete, the 
red color is deeper. Animal pigments are nearly always twice 
traversed by the light, and therefore a very thin layer pro- 
duces a considerable effect. 
“Animal colors are therefore generally due to pre- 
cisely the same optical principle which causes the color of a 
wall-paper, a carpet, or a picture. Certain transparent ani- 
mals are, however, for the most part colored by light which 
passes but once through them, upon the same principle as the 
colors of a stained-glass window. The beautiful transparent 
blue of many pelagic animals, such as the Portuguese Man-of- 
war (Pkysalia),  is caused in this way. . . . 
“The production of white is due to a different principle, 
for we know that when light passes through a body without 
any absorption, the body is transparent and invisible rather 
Poultonl says: 
“The Colors of Animals,” I (1890). 
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than white. When all the light passes through, the body is 
completely invisible. Whiteness is due to reflection of the 
whole visible series of vibrations, unaccompanied by the ab- 
sorption of a part of them, as in the production of colors. But 
regular reflection, uiz., reflection from a polished surface like 
that of a mirror, does not cause whiteness, it  renders the sur- 
face itself invisible, but produces images of surrounding ob- 
jects. A white appearance is produced by irregular reflection, 
which causes the light to be scattered or reflected in all direc- 
tions. To produce such a result there must be an immense 
number of surfaces in an immense number of different direc- 
tions. If a colored substance be reduced to powder of various 
degrees of fineness, the color will diminish in intensity, and 
the whiteness will increase, according to the fineness of the 
powder; this is because the number of reflecting surfaces is 
increased, while the thickness of the grains is diminished. 
This will be clear from the following consideration. When a 
beam of light falls on a sheet of glass, a known fraction (about 
4 percent) of the light is reflected back from the first surface; 
the larger portion, however, enters the glass, and, after suffer- 
ing a certain amount of absorption, reaches the second sur- 
face and is again partially reflected. If the glass be powdered, 
the number of surfaces will be so immensely increased that 
all the light will be reflected by a small thickness of the pow- 
der. The light reflected from the second surface of each 
grain of colored glass will still be colored by absorption, but 
not sufficiently to produce any visible results, when the thick- 
ness of the grain is very small. 
“Reflection is the immediate cause of whiteness, and the 
amount of reflection is due to the difference between the 
refractive powers (uiz., the power of changing the direction of 
rays of light) possessed by the grains of glass and the sub- 
stance, such as air or water, which lies between them. Thus 
the refractive powers of glass and water are much nearer than 
those of glass and air, hence a dry powder will reflect far more 
than a wet one, and will appear much whiter. 
“To take a few familiar examples: snow is white, because 
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of the minute globules of air which refract very differently 
from the crystals between which they are entangled, ice, on 
the other hand, is transparent. If snow be compressed, the 
air is driven out, and the mass becomes transparent; if ice be 
powdered it becomes white like snow. The froth of a colored 
liquid is not colored like the latter, but is white. Milk and 
fat are white because light is scattered from the surfaces of 
the countless oil globules, which refract very differently from 
the substance which lies between them. The surface of well- 
polished glass is almost invisible, because it reflects regularly, 
but a scratched surface is very visible, because there are sur- 
faces in many different directions, which therefore scatter the 
light, while the far more numerous surfaces of ground glass 
scatter the light far more effectually and produce a white 
appearance. 
“The white markings of animals are produced in various 
ways. White hairs and feathers owe their appearance, like 
snow, to the number of minute bubbles of gas which are con- 
tained in their interstices. Fat is also made use of to give a 
white appearance; and the same result may be obtained by 
the presence of minute granules, probably akin to pigment, 
but differing widely from it in optical properties, in that no 
absorption takes place. 
“It has been stated already that when light traverses a 
sheet of glass surrounded by air, a certain proportion of it is 
reflected back a t  the first surface and a certain proportion at 
the second surface. The light will be reflected in the same 
direction from both surfaces. It is believed that the vibra- 
tions of ether, some of which affect us as light, are in the form 
of undulations of different lengths; if, therefore, the sheet of 
glass be sufficiently thin, some of the undulations reflected 
from the second surface will interfere with those started from 
the first surface. This will happen when the sheet is of such 
a thickness that the wave of light reflected from the second 
surface is half an undulation behind that reflected from the 
first surface; for then the two sets of undulations will be in 
opposite directions, and will therefore neutralize each other. 
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This will be quite clear if we apply the same reasoning to 
those visible undulations from which the name itself has been 
borrowed-the waves on the surface of water. If a set of 
ripples is started by the motion of an object in still water, 
and then another set is started from another object moved, 
so that the ripples succeed each other at  exactly the same rate 
as the preceding set, and if the second set is begun when the 
first has advanced half a complete ripple (viz., a movement 
up awd down), it  is clear that the upward movement of the 
second will correspond to the downward movement of the 
first and vice versa, so that, if the objects are so placed that 
the two sets of ripples are traversing the same sheet of water, 
they will neutralize and destroy each other. 
“If we compare a number of sheets of glass which are suc- 
cessively thinner and thinner, interference will first occur among 
the longest undulations of light, because half an undulation 
will of course require a greater distance (or thickness) than 
when the undulations are shorter. As thinner and thinner 
sheets are examined, interferences will gradually pass through 
the whole spectrum from red to violet, destroying sets of 
waves with shorter and shorter undulations. The color seen 
in each case will be due to the other sets of waves which are 
not destroyed. The amount of reflection, and therefore of 
interference and of color produced, depends upon the differ- 
ence between the refractive power of the thin sheet and the 
substance on each side of it. Such interference colors are 
seen in a soap-bubble, and the colors change as the bubble 
becomes larger and the film thinner; they differ, too, on the 
various parts of the bubble, because the thinness also varies. 
A bubble of melted glass may be blown thin enough to  pro- 
duce the same effects, which are also well seen when a thin 
layer of air is enclosed between two sheets of glass between 
the plates of some crystals, or when a drop of oil is allowed 
to spread out into a thin film on the surface of water. When 
a substance has a laminated structure, and sufficiently thin 
films are enclosed between the laminae, very marked effects 
are seen. Thus the metallic appearance of the laminated 
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flakes which are formed on the surface of glass which has been 
long buried in the earth, is accounted for. If these brilliant 
flakes are wetted the color fades away, because the thin films 
of air between the laminae are displaced by water, with a 
refractive power much nearer to that of the glass, and the 
amount of reflected light is therefore diminished. 
“Interference colors due to thin films are certainly very 
important among animals, but the extent to which they occur 
is imperfectly known. The iridescent colors of many beetles’ 
wings are probably due to thin films of air included between 
layers of a horny consistence. Such colors are unaltered in 
dried specimens. In  other cases the chinks between the layers 
are kept open by films of less powerfully refractive liquids. 
When the tissue becomes dry the films evaporate and the 
color disappears. We must suppose that the denser layers 
come together, obliterating the chinks and excluding the air; 
otherwise the colors would be more brilliant than ever, because 
the refractive power of air is even lower than that of the 
liquids. The brilliant metallic appearance of many chrys- 
alides, especially in the genus Vanessa, is caused by a large 
number of films of liquid enclosed between the laminae of the 
dense outer layer. If the pupa be kept in spirit or water the 
color remains, but disappears directly it is dry, although it 
can be renewed any number of times by wetting. This may 
even occur in a living animal, for Dr. Sharp has just directed 
my attention to an interesting observation made by Dr. 
Nickerl, who found that a brilliantly golden beetle (Carabus 
auronitem) lost all its lustre after hybernating in captivity, but 
entirely regained it after drinking some water. 
“When white light falls upon a surface on which there are 
a number of fine parallel grooves the reflected light appears 
colored, the color varying with the angle a t  which the light 
falls on the surface, and with the angle at which it is seen. 
This is due to the light reflected from different portions of the 
surface having distances to travel before reaching the ob- 
server, and when (as occurs when the grooves are very close 
together) these differences amount to half a complete undula- 
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tion for any particular length of vibration, interference is 
caused, and the vibration of that particular rate is wanting 
from the reflected light, which therefore appears colored. 
Opinions differ as to the relative importance of animal colors 
due to thin plates and to diffraction. Many which were be- 
lieved to result from the latter are in all probability due to 
the former. The iridescent colors on the inner surface of many 
shells (mother-of-pearl) are at any rate partially caused by 
diffraction, for an accurate cast of the surface exhibits traces 
of the colors.1 The shell is, however, a laminated structure, 
and the colors may therefore in part be caused by thin plates. 
“When light passes through a wedge-shaped transparent 
substance (or prism) with greater refractive power than the 
surrounding medium, it is bent in the same direction a t  both 
surfaces, but its different constituents are bent unequally. 
The slowest vibrations (red) are bent least, the most rapid 
(violet) most; and when the substance possesses a sufficiently 
high refractive power, all the colors of white light are seen 
arranged like the rays of a fan in the order of their rates of 
vibration. Prismatic colors, like those of the diamond, are 
due to refraction. It is doubtful how far the colors of animals 
are caused by this principle, but Dr. Gadow has given strong 
reasons for supposing that the metallic colors of birds’ feath- 
ers are produced in this wayJ2 and there are scales on the 
wings-cases of certain beetles (Pachyrhywcus) which also 
may owe their colors to refraction. 
“All these causes of animal colors may be conveniently. 
’ grouped under two heads-( I )  pigwzefitary, and (2)  structural. 
The first head includes colors caused by absorption, and the 
effects produced vary with the chemical nature of the sub- 
stance (pigment). The second head includes the colors or 
appearance produced in all other ways, the efficient cause be- 
l Professor C. Stewart informs me that he has repeated Brewster’s original 
experiment, upon which the above statement depends. He found that the color 
was due to a thin layer of shell which had been stripped off and adhered to the 
surface of the wax. 
2 Proc. 2001. SOC. London, 1882, 409. 
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ing the structure of the substance rather than its chemical 
nature. ” 
The same idea is developed in more detail by Newbigin.l 
“The color of the rose, for example, is due to a red pig- 
ment present in the cells of the petals, which can be extracted 
from those cells. This is the simplest form of color produc- 
tion, and is the one which commonly occurs in plants. Col- 
ors so produced are called pigmental colors and can be recog- 
nized by the following characters. Pigmental colors are those 
produced by pigments, or substances of definite chemical com- 
position, which can be extracted from the colored tissues by 
appropriate reagents, and which react to light in the same 
way whether they are within the tissues or outside of them. 
Tissues or organisms showing only pigmental colors never have 
a surface gloss, and the color is not altered by immersion in 
any medium which does not directly attack the pigment. 
“Although the great majority of the colors of plants are 
produced in this simple way, yet even among them we have 
indications of that other kind of color-production which reaches 
its climax of splendor in birds and butterflies. The gorgeous 
tints of the humming-birds, which change during life with 
every movement, are not produced by the dyeing of the 
feathers with pigment, but are phenomena of the same order 
as the colors of the gems after which some of the birds are 
named. We all know that the colors of the opal and of many 
minerals are not due simply to a prime property of the sub- 
stance concerned, but are optical effects dependent upon 
various external conditions for their full manifestation. Many 
of the most brilliant tints of animals are similarly optical 
colors, but as they are produced by the special structure of the 
colored parts, they are more frequently known as structural 
colors. 
“Structural or optical colors in organisms can be recog- 
nized by the following tests. They usually vary either with 
the angle of incidence of the light or with the change from 
reflected t o  transmitted light; tissues or organisms showing 
“Color in Nature,” 7 (1898). 
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these colors have a very marked surface gloss, and the color 
is usually destroyed by injury to this surface; immersion in 
a neutral medium, whose refractive index is different from that 
of air, also usually destroys the color. Optical colors may 
further be recognized by the negative character that  the col- 
ored tissues do not yield to any reagent a pigment of the same 
tint as that which they themselves possess. A peacock’s feather 
affords an excellent example of a type of structural color- 
ation which is widely spread in birds. If the reader stands 
in front of a window and holds a peacock’s feather in his hand 
nearly on a level with the eye, and then, still with the feather 
at  arm’s length, slowly describe a semicircle on his own axis, 
he will note that the colors of the feathers undergo a complete 
cycle of change. In  this case, therefore, the colors change 
with the change of the angle of reflected light. If the feather 
be now held up to the light, it  will be seen that the colors dis- 
appear, to be replaced by a dull brown or black tint. Thus 
the feather changes color according as it is viewed by reflected 
or transmitted light. The presence of a marked surface gloss 
is, of course, very obvious, and, though the size of the colored 
particles is too small to make it easy to note the effect pro- 
duced by injury to this surface, yet the disappearance of the 
color when the surface is thoroughly wetted with water or oil 
can be observed very readily. 
“Having now distinguished generally between the colors 
due to pigment and those which are the result of a special 
structure, we must proceed to consider these different methods 
of color production in detail. As much less is known of the 
structural colors than of pigmental, we shall devote the re- 
mainder of this chapter to the former, leaving the latter for a 
further chapter. 
‘‘White is probably the simplest and most readily under- 
stood of all structural colors, and, except in rare cases, is al- 
ways structural. The colors of the lily, of white feathers, of 
Arctic mammals, are all due to the same cause, namely, the 
total reflection of light produced by the intercalation of num- 
erous bubbles of air, or some other gas, among colorless solid 
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particles. Thus in the lily the colorless cells are separated 
by very numerous intercellular spaces containing air. This 
is one of the simplest forms of structural color, not only be- 
cause it is so readily explicable physically, but also because 
there is no complication arising from the presence of pigment 
in the tissues, and because the modification of structure neces- 
sary to produce it is of the simplest nature. Most people are 
familiar with the analogous process of producing a white 
color by pounding up colorless glass, or crystals of blue sul- 
phate of copper, while the whiteness of snow, which has pro- 
duced so many metaphors, is produced in a precisely similar 
manner. 
“The fact that the whiteness of all these substances is due 
to an optical effect and not to a pigment should be thoroughly 
grasped, otherwise those not accustomed to dealing with color 
phenomena will find much difficulty in comprehending struc- 
tural colors in general. White sunlight is produced by the 
combination of all the tints of the rainbow. When objects 
permit light to pass completely through them, we call them 
transparent; when they reflect all the rays of the light uni- 
formly, we call them white. This whiteness may be produced 
in one of two ways. A substance such as Chinese White is 
white because i t  is a property of the particles of which it is 
composed to reflect equally all the rays of incident light, it is 
further a familiar fact that Chinese White can be employed 
to impart its own color to other objects, that is, i t  can be em- 
ployed as a pigment. Snow, on the other hand, is white, not 
because its individual particles reflect the light-on the con- 
trary, they are transparent-but because these transparent 
particles are separated by bubbles of air. The incident light 
in passing from the one medium to the other is bent or re- 
fracted, and the result is the appearance of whiteness. A 
white color in organisms, except in very few cases, is similarly 
produced, and is not due to pigment. 
“Other structural colors are to be accounted for in a 
closely similar fashion. Glass is a colorless or transparent 
substance: when powdered i t  is white; when cut with pris- 
I 
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matic edges it displays ail the colors of the rainbow; yet the 
qualities of the glass remain unaltered. These are, of course, 
very familiar facts, but it is important to realize also that 
many of the most brilliant colors or organisms are produced 
in a similar fashion-are adventitious and not due to the 
essential properties of the colored substance. It is only in 
rare cases, however, that bright colors are produced in a way 
capable of simple physical explanation. There are usually 
complications arising from the presence of some amount of 
pigment, from the superposition of tissues or from the complex 
nature of the individual tissues. Such brilliant optical colors 
occur apparently only in cuticular structures. It is a curious 
fact that, although such structures are of course not cellular, 
nor living, yet their color frequently fades very rapidly after 
death; that  dragon-flies, for example, lose in a very short time 
all their gorgeous tints is a fact only too well known to collec- 
tors. This may be due to loss of water or to changes in the 
underlying tissues. 
“Structural colors are most brilliant and conspicuous in 
birds and insects, but it is chiefly in the former that they 
have been studied. Dr. Gadow has especially studied the 
structural colors1 of birds, and he divides them into two 
classes, according to their behavior as regards incident light. 
Thus certain structural colors, such as green and blue, are 
unchanging in reflected light, and are then not readily distin- 
guishable from pigmental colors. These Gadow classifies as 
Objective Structural colors. Again many colors change in tint 
according to the angle a t  which they are viewed. Such metal- 
lic colors may be classified as Subjective Structural colors. 
“Of Objective Structural colors, green and blue afford the 
best examples. Green seems to  be usually produced by a 
combination of a yellow pigment and a structural modifica- 
tion, wherefore green feathers usually appear yellowish in 
transmitted light. The display of blue color again seems, at 
least in birds and probably in insects, to be always associated 
For a purely physical treatment see a pamphlet by B. Walter. 
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with the presence in the tissues of a dark-colored pigment. 
A blue color in the feathers of birds is always confined to cer- 
tain parts of the feather, and its presence is associated with 
considerable modification of feather structure. Blue is not, 
however, confined to the feathers; but may occur also on bare 
patches of skin, as in some of the Paradise birds, in the casso- 
wary, etc. Curiously enough, a blue color in the skin seems 
to be particularly unstable, fading as rapidly after death as 
does the blue color in the abdomen of some dragon-flies. 
The exact physical cause of green and blue colors is still doubt- 
ful, but the fact that the colors are structural is readily per- 
ceived both by the strong surface gloss and by the disappear- 
ance of the color in transmitted light. 
“While unvarying blue and green tints in birds rather 
heighten the general effect than display in themselves great 
beauty, the Subjective Structural colors, on the other hand, 
display the most exquisitely varying tints, and it is to them 
that many birds and insects owe their wonderful flashing 
beauty. These colors glow with all the changing tints of the 
rainbow and change with every changing ray of light. Such 
metallic colors are of course not uncommon phenomena in the 
inorganic world, and are displayed, for example, with extra- 
ordinary brilliancy on a polished slab of the mineral Labrador- 
ite ; among organisms, although suggested elsewhere, they at- 
tain their maximum brilliancy in birds and insects. In  birds 
their degree of development varies greatly, for we find them 
ranging from the dull greenish gloss of some of the female hum- 
ming-birds to the gorgeous coloring of many of the males in 
humming-birds and birds of Paradise. Among birds metallic 
color is apparently always associated with the presence in the 
feathers of dull brown or black pigments, which are necessary 
for the production of the colors. It is also associated with a 
modification of the feather structure which in many cases 
renders the feathers unfitted for the purpose of flight. Here, 
as in the case of objective structural colors, the exact physical 
causation of the colors is unknown. In  insects the colors are 
equally bright, but have had little attention bestowed upon 
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them; i t  is still doubtful whether the colors in them are or are 
not associated with the presence of a dark pigment. 
“The presence of a pigment is not, however, essential to  
the production of structural colors; the common earthworm, 
for example, exhibits a faint iridescence which is due to the 
presence of numerous fine lines on its colorless cuticle, these 
fine lines producing interference of light. Although the col- 
oring is very slight in the earthworm, it is well known that 
some of the marine worms, e. g., the sea-mouse (Aghrodite) are 
covered with numerous bristles which exhibit brilliant irides- 
cent colors. Again, the colors of mother-of-pearl are of course 
produced by structure only, without any assistance from pig- 
ment. For convenience of reference, Structural Colors may 
perhaps be arranged as follows, retaining Gadow’s distinction 
of objective and subjective colors. 
Structural Colors : 
I .  Those not dependent upon the presence of a pigment. 
(u) Due to  total reflection; white color of some flowers, 
of some feathers, of hair, etc. 
(b )  Due to striation of the surface, occurrence of thin 
plates, etc.; iridescence of bristles and cuticle of 
worms, of mother-of-pearl, etc. 
2 .  Those dependent on the presence of a pigment. 
(a) Objective structural colors ; blue and green feathers. 
( b )  Subjective structural colors; metallic colors of many 
“Structural colors are of extreme interest, not only on ac- 
count of their wonderful beauty, but also on account of the 
difficult questions connected with their origin. It is to some 
extent possible to correlate pigment production with the 
physiology of the organism; but this seems extremely difficult 
in the case of structural coloration. We may note, however, 
that  structural coloring attains its greatest perfection among 
birds and butterflies, and both groups are noted for the extra- 
ordinary development of their cuticular structure-s. The deli- 
cate beauty of the sculpturing of butterflies’ scales has been 
extolled by most possessors of a microscope, while savage and 
birds and insects. 
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civilized races are alike in their admiration for the feathers of 
birds. The fact that organisms so widely separated as birds 
and butterflies are alike in exhibiting both exquisite structural 
coloration and a wonderful development of structures arising 
from the cuticle suggests that the colors are in origin merely 
a result of extreme differentiation of the cuticle and therefore 
produced by the same cause which gives rise to this differen- 
tiation. The presence of brilliant iridescence in some of the 
mud-inhabiting worms is therefore not quite inexplicable, for 
here also we find that the cuticle shows a considerable amount 
of differentiation. We can also further understand how it is 
that the highest pitch of perfection is attained in birds and 
butterflies, when we consider that in both cases the coloring 
occurs in connection with structures which are of supreme im- 
portance to the species, that is, with the feathers of the birds 
and- the scales, which are but outgrowths of the wings, in 
butterflies.” 
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